March 13, 2017

Ghani Wants Heritage Sites Professionally Preserved

KABUL - President Ashraf Ghani stressed professional preservation in the designated areas for cultural heritage sites in Afghanistan on Monday, saying that maintenance of conservation, protection and restoration of the cultural heritage sites was one of the state’s top priorities.

In his remarks during a visit to Bamyan and Mazar-i-Sharif, the president also proposed the release of a monthly report about the preservation and protection of cultural heritage sites as well as the release of monitoring reports on people who are using and misusing the sites.

He said that the maintenance and protection of cultural heritage sites in Afghanistan has been the primary responsibility of the government since Ghani took the presidency in 2014.

Ghani also announced that the government would create the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Tourism in the upcoming year.

On the other hand, the president said that the government would appoint an expert for the protection and conservation of the cultural heritage sites.

The president also said that the government would sign a cooperation agreement with the Ministry of Defense to ensure the protection of cultural heritage sites.

KABUL - The Leading Economic Observer/director of Gharzai Intelligence service Gharzai on Sunday said that the special forces had to perform special missions to protect the historical sites.

He said that in the past six months, all the accessible areas in which security forces could conduct special and systematic operations during the expected new war season, the government has been working to establish the designated areas in the province.

The minister also said that the government had established four commandant of special units departments for martyrs and laborers and other security departments in the ministry.

Meanwhile, a message from President Ghani was read aloud at the agreements’ signing ceremony.

The president stressed protection of heritage sites and asked the departments concerned to cooperate with the Ministry of Information and Culture to properly preserve cultural heritage sites by setting up precise mechanisms.

CEP Abdulahullah Abdulah said that the preservation of cultural heritage sites was of great importance.

KABUL - Ministry of Defense and Interior Affairs Abdul Rasool Bawari said the agreements were aimed at reconstruction of historical sites, monuments, buildings and mosques.

He said that the people of the capital are very worried about the protection of historical sites and the government has been working to protect them.

Bawari said that in the past six months the projects for reconstruction of historical sites and monuments had been so far found across the country and of them 1,460 had been registered and introduction letters for 800 others written.

Bawari said that currently repair works on nine monuments were underway and reconstruction of 38 sites had been completed with budget from the Ministry of Information and Culture and Cultural support of the government.

Meanwhile, a message from President Ghani was read aloud at the agreements’ signing ceremony. The president stressed protection of heritage sites and asked the departments concerned to cooperate with the Ministry of Information and Culture to properly preserve cultural heritage sites by setting up precise mechanisms.

Mazar-i-Sharif - Mazar-i-Sharif, which has been closed since February 17, will reopen next week. This was indicated from the regional tribes.

Afghan Interior Minister Abdul Rashid Dostum, speaking at a ceremony in the Interior Ministry on Monday, said that the closure of border with Pakistan over the last two years did not harm trade and economic relations between the two countries.
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